8 -18 Gallon Hazardous Waste Container

- Material – Polypropylene.
- Closure - Hinged lid system keeps the lid with the container while allowing full access until closed.
- Stackable, Easy to handle.
- Durable design, hermetic seal by means of the peripheral adhesive glue. Resistant to leaks and punctures.
- Nesting bins and lids.
- 2-sided handles for easy handling as well as in lid.
- Dimensions: 8 Gallon 17.3"L x 13"W x 13.5"H. / 18 Gallon 17.3"L x 13"W x 24.6"H.
- Special Features - Hermetic permanent seal keeps contents secure and reduces the risk for spills during transport. Uses a glue bead technology that permanently adheres the lid to the container and is superior to traditional rubber gaskets. 16 point positive locking lid system offers audible clicks to confirm the lid is locked.
- PG-II containers are certified for transport and disposal without secondary packaging (4G-fiberboard box, biohazard bag or absorbent pouch) under DOT and OSHA guidelines. No liners or additional protection needed for safe removal of hazardous waste.